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Abstract - This paper represents the fault tolerant ALU with Triple modular redundancy on FPGA. TMR technique is
mitigating the single error upsets of the module. TMR method gives fault tolerant result but with penalty of area. TMR
technique is used in aviation application and space application where radiation effects are takes place.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, working on reliable communication transmission plays a dynamic role. So that a single error may shutdown
the whole system and give rise to erroneous data[17]. System reliability is one of major issues in embedded processors schemes
for space application such as satellite, military, communications and etc. Various attacks exist in space on integrated circuits that
comes from sun activity[17]. Such as solar rays which are composed of charged particles. The radiation from sun effects in
integrated circuits make digital damage and upsets such as SEU (Single Event Upset), SET (Single Event Transient) and etc as
presented in [1],[7]. Such attacks can upset either combinational logic or sequential logic. In other words a bit flip can occur in
register bits and if one bit of main storage system is changed the mission of system would be completely different. In such
scenario the error control or fault tolerant methods are employed to keep integrated circuits against these attacks in space. To
achieve such purpose we consider error detection and correction codes (EDAC) method. We have designed a 8-bit ALU. Our 8bit ALU model consists of the following function units: Arithmetic operation consist of Full-Adder and subtractor. Bitwise logic
operation such as: XOR, AND, OR, and NOT. Bit-shifting operations such as: shifting to the left or right, comparisons.
Motivation
Our goal is to designing a new 8-bit ALU that is secure beside many attacks or faults and able to correct bit fault in any
position of its 8-bits input register of ALU [2]. Because the radiation effects on electronic circuits may cause to be inverted data
bits of registers or memories[15]. If one bit of main storage system is changed the mission of system would be completely
different. The high motivation in choice of TMR is that, it is able to correct single errors upsets and gives the correct output.
II. INTRODUCTION OF FAULT TOLERANT TECHNIQUE - TMR
Many methods have been proposed to mitigate the effects of single event upset (SEU) in FPGAs. TMR (Triple Modular
Redundancy) is one of popular technique to mitigate SEU in FPGA[14]. TMR involves creating three redundant copies of a
circuit and adding majority voters to select the correct circuit output from the three copies. With this mitigation methodology, a
single module failure will not cause an error in the circuit output, since the other two modules continue to operate correctly and
will overrule the faulty module. TMR is thus often joined with configuration scrubbing in attempt to prevent multiple upsets from
affecting the circuit at one time.[13]
Static upsets in the configuration memory are not necessarily synonymous with a functional error; however, soft-errors are by
definition a functional error. Upsets might or might not have an effect on functionality. However, an accumulation of upsets in the
configuration memory is eventually certain to lead to a functional failure. Design mitigation techniques, such as triple module
redundancy, can harden functionality against SEUs and SETs, while the SEUs are corrected so that static-errors do not
accumulate and soft-errors do not propagate. [14] Implementing triple redundant circuits in other technologies, such as ASICs, is
traditionally limited to protecting only the flip flops of the user’s design from SEU, because logic paths in between the flop-flops
are typically hard-wired, non-reconfigurable gates. For such fixed logic technologies, this is adequate protection from SEUs, but
can still leave the circuitry vulnerable to SETs. For a technology that is vulnerable to SETs, further protection can be achieved
through full module redundancy. Full module redundancy is the required implementation of TMR in FPGAs, because all the logic
paths, not just the flip flops, are susceptible to SEUs. This means that three full copies of the base design will be implemented to
protect circuit functionality from SEUs, as well as SETs. [14]
The insertion of voters is an important aspect of applying TMR to a design. One of the more challenging design problems is
determining where to insert synchronization voters. Synchronization voters are used to keep the sequential logic state of the three
redundant copies of a circuit (domains) synchronized when there are SEUs that affect design feedback[15]. In order to keep a
design synchronized properly, synchronization voters must be inserted in enough locations to intersect. TMR is often
implemented by hand, and the process of properly Inserting synchronization voters manually can be tedious and error-prone.[15]
The basic concept of triple redundancy is that a sensitive circuit can be hardened to SEUs by implementing three copies of the
same circuit and performing a bit-wise “majority vote” on the output of the triplicate circuit. See Figure 1.
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Figure:1 Triple Redundancy with Majority Voter [13]
The circuit in question can be a mere flip flop or an entire logic design. The function of the majority voter is to output the
logic value (“1” or “0”) that corresponds to at least two of its inputs. For example, if two or more of the voter’s three inputs are a
“1,” then the output of the voter is a “1.” If the inputs of the voter are labelled A, B, and C, and the output V, respectively, then
the Boolean equation for the voter is: V= AB + AC + BC. The Truth-Table is shown in Table 1. [13]
The logic gate representation of the majority voter is shown in Figure 2
Table 1: Majority Vote Truth-Table [13]
A B C V
0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 1 1 1
1 0 0 0
1 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1

Figure 2: Majority Voter[13]
ALU with fault tolerant technique triple modular redundancy
The other work in such field is designing a 32-bit ALU using Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) with single voting. In fact,
it uses hardware redundancy technique in the combinational logic and allows voting the correct output value in the presence of
faults[7]. The majority voter scheme is depicted in Fig. 3.

Figure 3.Triple modular redundancy [15]
The concept of TMR is devised firstly by Von Neumann. The circle Voter in Fig. 4 is called a majority organ by Von
Neuman. In TMR technique the logic is triplicated in the output, the voters identify the correct value. The entire scheme is shown
in Fig. 3. In this technique all registers should be tripled to protect circuits against radiation effects. The voter must be added in
the output [15]. The error will not be reflected in the output of voter if, one component fails. The hardware overhead in TMR is
the addition of the two registers of the same size. Moreover there exist n voters for each n-bit register. So, such method is also
need extra two spare 8-bit ALU and it is give rise to 200% hardware. Triple modular redundancy scheme is more effective
according to area and performance to preserve registers and small memory structure[14].
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS
Here Redundancy module means triplicated module of ALU is performed here. After applying triple modular redundancy
technique on ALU it gives better result than without TMR.TMR ALU is operated as like as simple ALU. ALU module is
triplicated. We apply faulty input from outside. Then results are compared with each other. We will get correct result from that
triplicated result. TMR ALU take majority voter output as a correct output. Here three outputs (result, result_1, result_2) of three
modules are generated. Than they are compared:
q1=0; k1=1; than result=result_1; so here result_2 is faulty q2=0; K2=1; than result_1=result_2; so here result is faulty q3=0;
k3=1; than result=result_2; so here result_1 is faulty Output will reconfigured
and display as output a1.
Example: operation ADDITION
A

= 01010101

; ALU 1B

=00000011
Result=01011000
A_1=10101010

; ALU 2 // faulty

input is given here
B_1=00000011
Result_1=10101101
A_2=01010101

; ALU 3

B_2=00000011
Result_2=01011000
Q3=00000000;
K3=1;
So result and result_2 are equal. Means ALU2 has fault.
After operation A1=10101101.

Figure:4 Simulation result of Addition operation
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Figure 5. tmr output with faulty output

Figure 6. final output
IV. CONCLUSION
ALU module should be triplicated for triple modular redundancy technique. Using VHDL coding on Xilinx they are realized
on ISE tool software. Triple modular redundancy corrected faulty output. And gives corrected result as an output. Majority voter
scheme select the correct output and faulty one is discarded. We can see it in addition simulation result. We also can check this
for other application of ALU: XOR, AND, subtraction, comparison operation etc..
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